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In heavy stars after finishing hydrogen burning, helium begins to burn. First C is madeAbstract of 12

O+γ reaction takes place. This reaction plays a veryResearch from three He s, then He+ C->4 4 12 16
’

it determines C/O ratio which, for example, influences production ofProject important role because

albumen and determines whether the star becomes a supernovae or a red dwarf.

Measurement of the reaction rate has been attempted for about 35 years in the world,

however, no precise data have been obtained yet.

O+γPurpose of the present study is to precisely and directly measure the He+ C->4 12 16

cross section at stellar energy. Since the cross section is extremely small, wereaction

increase C beam intensity by a new acceleration method (ref.2), use a blow-in type He12 4

target of sufficient thickness (ref. 1), and detect O recoils with high efficiency using a16

recoil mass separator. Background level in the detection is now 10 . To obtain the goal,-14

the BG level should be decreased to 10 and measurement for a few months is necessary.-19

We will develop new methods in the separator, in the detector and in the accelerator, and

will obtain the precise data in five years.

The new methods to be developed will be widely used to detect infinitesimal amount of

particles, such as super heavy new elements.
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